
Al Qaeda’s War Plan

Al Qaeda and its allies have announced plans to destroy the West through mass immigration and 
propaganda (Dawa) and by draining the Western economy and morale by drawing welfare and 
involving the army in long wars.

 Khalid Sheikh Mohammed: Destroy the US Through Immigration and Welfare1

 Yusuf Qaradawi: “Occupying Europe and defeating Christianity will become possible with the 
spread of Islam inside Europe until it becomes strong enough to take over the whole 
continent.”2

 Mohamed Akram: “The process of settlement is a ‘Civilization-Jihadist Process’ with all the 
word means. The Ikhwan must understand that their work in America is a kind of grand jihad in
eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within.”3

 Anjem Choudary: “We are on Jihad Seekers Allowance, we take the Jizya which is ours anyway
... We are going to take England — the Muslims are coming.”4

Al Qaeda affiliated groups in the United States have been seen advancing these goals by using the 
slogans “Diversity”, “Social Justice”, and “Islamophobia”, by falsely claiming that immigrants are 
“refugees”, by opposing civilian and law enforcement efforts to track terrorist organizations such as 
CAIR and the Palestinians, by accusing opponents of these goals of affiliation with the Alt Right on the
grounds that white supremacists also oppose Al Qaeda, and by demanding that police agencies redirect 
their efforts towards investigating and disrupting any organization that seeks to stop Al Qaeda.

Al Qaeda and Big Tech

Amazon, Microsoft, Google, Facebook, and Twitter are part of Tech
Against Terrorism run by the UN Counterterrorism Directorate which
has posted a message on its Facebook page promoting the UN Alliance
of Civilizations, UN Migration, and "#migration, #diversity, social
#inclusion, and the prevention of #xenophobia" which is in line with
the slogans used to promote Al Qaeda's war plan. The Alliance of
Civilizations was co-founded by Recep Tayyip Erdogan who has
eradicated Turkey’s past secularism and is run by Qatar which
supported the Zawahiri faction of Al Qaeda through the government of
Mohamed Morsi, which Qatar sponsored.

The Directorate is affiliated with the Pentagon’s Highlands Forum
through the presence of Linton Wells in the ICT4Peace Foundation.
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